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ABSTRACT 

The throughput in single server production and assembly networks is 

shown to be monotone in the size of the local buffers. The proof is 

based on sample path comparison. 

1. Introduction 

Recently the qualitative evaluation of system performance received a lot of atten

tion. In particular the behavior of the throughput in closed queueing networks is 

investigated, see e.g. Robertazzi and Lazar [6], Shanthikumar and Yao [7], Suri 

[8], Van der Wal [9] and Yao [10]. These papers all deal with monotonicity pro

perties of the throughput of the so-called product form networks (see e.g. Baskett, 

Chandy, Muntz and Palacios [5].) Most of the proofs explicitly use the product 

form property. 

In [1,2,3] we studied monotonicity properties of the throughput of more general 

classes of queueing networks, such as the closed queueing network with general 

service times, the open queueing network with general interarrival and service 

times and the open queueing network with finite capacity. The throughput was 

proved to be monotone in system parameters, as the number of circulating jobs, 

the speed of the servers, the arrival rate, etc. The proofs were based on coupling 

and sample path comparison and use no special properties of queueing networks 
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such as the product form property. 

This paper deals with two types of networks having finite local buffers. First the 

tree-shaped production network is treated and next we consider the assembly net

work. In each of these two networks cycling and overtaking is impossible, see 

figure 1. 

a. production network b. assembly network 

Figure 1 

In the production network jobs arrive at machine 1. After being processed some 

of the jobs go to machine 2, some to 3. Of the jobs passing through 2 some also 

need machine 4. 

In the assembly network there are five arrival streams of parts in 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7. 

In 3 an assembly takes place in which one part coming from 5, one from 6 and 

one from 7 are put together. This assembly requires all three parts at the same 

time, i.e. it is not possible to first assemble two of the three parts. Etc. 

In each node there is a finite buffer for each of the incoming streams. So in the 

production network there is one buffer in each node but in the assembly network 

for instance, node 3 has 3 buffers. 

In both systems the blocking mechanism is the so-called production protocol. 

After the production or assembly the machine delivers the product to the next 

machine unless the buffer in which it has to be placed is full. In that case the 
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machine stops and waits until a place becomes available. As soon as that happens 

the product is put in the buffer and the machine can start with a new job or assem

bly. 

We will prove that in these two types of networks the total production increases if 

the size of one or more buffers is increased. The proof is based on sample path 

comparison. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. 

The following two sections deal with the production network. In section 2 the 

model, notations and theorem are given. In section 3 the theorem is proved. In 

section 4 the assembly network is treated. Section 5 contains conclusions and 

remarks. 

2. Production network; model, notations and theorem 

We consider a tree-shaped production network with single server nodes 

(machines) 1, ... , N and independent generally distributed service times. In each 

node the service discipline is FCFS. Node 1 is the root of the production network. 

Each node i has a unique preceding node. The set of successing nodes is denoted 

by S (i). The network has no cycles. Every node has a finite local buffer. The 

total number of places in the buffer is denoted by Bi and consists of the waiting 

places and the service place. The routing of jobs through the network follows a 

Markov chain (a condition which can be relaxed.) Jobs arrive according to an 

arbitrary arrival process in the root. A job is rejected if upon arrival the buffer of 

the root is full. The arrival times, service times and transitions are independent of 

each other. 

We will show that the throughput increases if the buffers are enlarged. For this 

we compare the throughput of two networks, one with small buffers, the other 

with large buffers. The smaller system is indicated by S and the larger system 

with L. Denoting the buffer sizes by B7 and BT respectively, the assumption is 
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(1) By 2: By, for all i = 1, 2, """' N. 

For the rest the Sand L system are identical. Therefore it suffices to show that for 

each sample path of arrival times, service times and transitions the throughput up 

to time t in system L is at least equal to the one of in S, for all t. 

Let the sequences Ej' Xij' and Sij be any given realization of external arrival 

times, service times and transitions. That is, Ej is the j-th arrival time from the 

outside in the root, Xij is the service requirement by the j-th arrived job in node i 

and Sij is the node where the j-th departing job from node i will go to. Sij = 0 if 

the j-th departing job leaves the network. Arrival times may coincide (equal Ej's) 

to allow the jobs to arrive in batches. For convenience we assume that E 1 > 0 

and that the network is empty at t = O. In the sequel we only consider this realiza

tion. 

The following notations will be used 

A 1 (t) 

The time of the j-th accepted arrival at the root. 

The time of the j-th arrival at node i. 

The time of the j-th departure from node i. 

The total number of accepted arrivals at the root up to and 

including time t. 

Ai(t) The total number of arrivals at node i up to and including 

timet. 

D i (t) The total number of departures from node i up to and 

including time t. 
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The total number of departures from node i to node k up to 

and including time t. 

DiO(t) The total number of departures from node i to the outside 

up to and including time t. 

These variables will have a superscript L or S to indicate whether they correspond 

to the Lor S system. Note that arrivals in a node are departures from the preced

ing one. So for all i and k E S (i) 

In order to have compare the two systems only at discrete points in time we define 

the sequence to, t1, ... of time instants upon which an event occurs in at least one 

of the two systems. Let ef < e~ < ... be the time instants in system C upon 

which one or more services are completed or jobs arrive from the outside. Then 

to := 0 

tn := min { min { ef I ef > tn-I} , min { et let> tn-I} }, n ~ 1. 

Let us make the following assumption about the arrival and service times. 

Assumption 

(i) Ej -t 00 ( j -t 00 ). 

(ii) Xij > 0 for all i, j. 

The first condition guarantees that in every finite interval [0, t] only finitely 

many jobs arrive in the root, so only a finite number will be admitted. Each job 

gives rise to at most N + 1 events (one arrival in the root plus a departure from 

each node), thus the total number of events up to and including time t is finite. 

Hence tn -t 00 (n -t 00 ). 

The second condition guarantees that a job can complete only one service at a 
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time and hence make at most one transition at a time. 

Now we can state our main theorem. 

Theorem (production network) 

For all t ~ 0, all i = 1, ... , N and all k = 0, 1, ... , N 

(3) D~(t) ~ DYk(t) 

(4) At(t)~Af(t). 

Since the functions Dft and Af are constant on the intervals [trn' trn+l ) and 

tn ~ 00 (n ~ 00 ) it suffices to prove the theorem for the time instants to, t 1, .... 

3. Proof of the theorem (production network) 

To study the departure times we need more notation. Let k be a successing node 

of node i, then 

Y ikj The total number of the first j departing jobs from node i, which 

go to node k. 

Tikj The time upon which a place becomes available in node k for 

the j-th departing job from node i. This may be earlier than the 

departure time of the j-th departing job from node i. 

Define Dij := 0 if j ~ 0 and 8( i , j ) = 1 if i = j and 0 otherwise, then 

j 

YUej = 1: 8(Sil' k) 
1=1 

For the time of the j-th departure from node i we have, if Sij = k, 
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(6) Dij = max( max( Ai) , Dij-l ) + Xij , Tik) ) 

Now we can prove the theorem. 

Assume we have shown for all t ::;; tm 

(3) Dik(t) ~ Drk(t) for all i, k 

(4) Af(t)~Ai(t) 

Since arrivals are departures from the preceding node this implies 

(7) At ::;; A~ for all i, and all j ::;; At (t) 

and clearly (3) gives Df(t) ~ Dr (t) for all t ::;; tm , so 

(8) Dt ::;; D~ for all i, and all j ::;; Dr (t) 

Note that (3) and (4) trivially hold for t = 0 as DikeO) = Ai(O) = o. 

In order to prove (3) and (4) for all t ::;; tm+l we start to consider the leaves (nodes 

without successors) and then descend the tree ending in the root. 

So let us prove (3) and (4) for t = tm+l' 

Let i be a leaf and D~ = tm+l' From (6), and Xi) > 0 follows A~ ::;; tm and 

DD-l $; tm · Hence, with (7) and (8) 

LSd DL D S 
Ai) $;Ai) an i)-l $; i)-I-

Since TiO) = 0 this leads to 

Dt = max( max( At ' Dt ) + Xi) , 0 ) 

$; max( max(A~, D~) + Xi) ,0) =DD· 

So 
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Next assume we already established 

Let D~ = tm+l with Sij = k, k * 0 (the casek = 0 is simpler and can be treated as a 

leaf.) Since Xij > 0, a node can complete at most one job at any time. Thus for 

l*k 

and it remains only to verify the case 1 = k. 

As before (6) andXij > 0 imply A~ ~ tm , D~-l ~ tm and also 

Ts -Ds <t ikj - k,Yikj-l-Bi+1 - m+l' 

But then also 

So with Bf ~ B~ we get 

Using (6) again we obtain Dt ~ D~ whence 

Finally let us prove 

Assume that if a job departs from node 1 just at the moment a job arrives at node 
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1, it departs just before the arrival and thus it is not counted as being in node 1 

upon the arrival instant. So Al (tm) - D 1 (tm+l) is the number of jobs in the root 

just before tm+l' Let N(tm+l) be the number of jobs arriving at tm+l in the root 

(recall the Ej may be equaL) 

Then the number of jobs admitted in system L at time tm+ 1 is 

Further 

Hence 

rnin(By -AY(tm)+DT (tm+l), N (tm+l» 

:2! min(B1- AT (tm) + D1 (tm+l), N (tm+l» 

= rnin(B1-A1 (tm)+D1 (tm+l)- [AT (tm) -A1 (tm)] ,N(tm+d)_ 

:2! min(B1-A1 (tm) + D1 (tm+l) , N (tm+l» - [AT (tm) -A 1 (tm)] 

Ay (tm+l) = AT (tm) + min(BT -AT (tm)+DT(tm+l) , N (tm+l» 

:2! A f (tm) + min(Bl -A1 (tm) +D1 (tm+l) , N (tm+l» = A1 (tm+l), 

so (3) and (4) also hold for tm+l' o 

Conclusion 

For each realization of arrival times, service times and transitions the throughput 

up to time t in node i increases if the buffers are enlarged. Clearly this implies 

monotonicity for notions as the average throughput per unit of time. 
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4. Assembly network; model, notations and theorem 

The tree~shaped assembly network consists of single-server nodes 1, 2, ... , N. A 

node has at most one successor but may have several preceding nodes, denoted by 

P (i) for node i. There are no cycles. In each node several streams of parts may 

arrive. These streams are labelled N + 1, ... ,M. E (i) denotes the subset of external 

streams arriving in i. The assembly times are independent and generally distri

buted. The arrival streams are arbitrary but independent of the assembly times and 

the state of the network. 

Each arrival stream, internal or external, has its own buffer. The buffer sizes in 

node i are denoted by B hi. If h '5:. N the buffer is for the internal stream of parts 

from h to i, if h > N the buffer is used by an external stream. 

Again we compare two systems, one with smaller buffers denoted by S, the other 

having the larger buffers denoted by L. We assume 

Let Ehj and Xij be a given realization of the external arrival and assembly times, h 

= N+l, ... , M, i = 1, ... , N, j = 1,2, .... I.e., Ehj is the time of the j~th arrival for. 

the external stream h, Xi} the time required for the j~th assembly in node i. For 

convenience we assume Ehl > 0 for all h = N+l, ... , M and both Sand L to be 

empty at t = O. 

We will use the same notations introduced in the previous sections. 

Furthermore define, for h = 1, ... , N 

Ahi} The time of the j-th arrival of a part at i which comes from h. 

Ahi(t) The total number of arrivals at i which come from h up to and 

including time 1. 

and for h =N+l, ... , M 
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Ahij The time of the j-th accepted arrival at i of external stream h. 

Ahi(t) The total number of accepted arrivals at i of external stream h 

up to and including time t. 

Assumption (i) is replaced by 

Ehj -t 00 (j -t (0) for h =N+l, ... , M. 

The main result can be stated as 

Theorem (assembly network) 

For all t ;::: 0, all i = 1, ... , N and all h = N + 1, .. " M 

(10) Dfct) ;::: Dr (t) 
(11) A~i(t) ;::: A1(t). 

Proof of the theorem (assembly network) 

Let us study the departure times from node i. Let k be the successor of i then 

Yikj-l = j-l, so (5) reduces to 

Recall that an assembly requires all parts at the same time, so the j-th assembly 

starts at time 

t = max( max Ahij' Dij-l ). 
heP (i)uE (i) 

So that relation (6) expands to 

(13) Dij = max( max( max Ahij , Dij-l ) + Xij' Tikj ). 
heP (OuE (i) 
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From here on the proof of the theorem is analogous to the one in the previous sec

tion, apart from some minor differences. 0 

5. Conclusion and extensions. 

In this paper we considered the single-server tree-shaped production and assem

bly network with arbitrary arrival streams, Markovian routing and nonzero, 

independent and generally distributed service times. It was shown that the 

throughput is monotone in the sizes of the local buffers. 

Most of the assumptions can be relaxed, such as independent service times and 

Markovian routing. 

Independent service times 

The service times may be dependent as long as they can be taken the same in both 

systems Land S. A natural sort of dependency, for which the coupling still works, 

is that the service times of a job are nearly the same in each node. 

Markovian routing 

Any routing is allowed. We only need that the transitions in the Land S system 

can be taken to be the same. For instance alternating routing is possible. 

With the same techniques one can show that the throughput is monotone in sys

tem parameters as the speed of the servicing and the arrival stream. Furthermore 

the monotonicity can be shown to hold for the multi-server production and 

assembly network as well [4]. 

As a final note, it is not necesarry to have a tree-shaped network, but it is 

sufficient that there are no cycles in the network. For instance the monotonicity 

also holds for a network as depicted in figure 2. 
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Figure 2 
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